The inherent asymmetry of the electric transport in graphene is attributed to Klein tunneling across barriers defined by pn-interfaces between positively and negatively charged regions. By combining conductance and shot noise experiments we determine the structure of the tunneling barrier in a high-quality suspended sample with Au/Cr/Au contacts. We observe an asymmetric resistance R odd = 100 − 70 Ω across the Dirac point at carrier density |n| = 0.3 − 4 · 10 11 cm −2 , while the Fano factor displays a non-monotonic asymmetry in the range F odd ∼ 0.03 − 0.1. Our findings agree with Klein tunneling calculations based on the Dirac equation with a trapezoidal barrier. Comparison between the model and the data yields the barrier height for tunneling, an estimate of the thickness of the interface d < 20 nm, and the contact region doping corresponding to a Fermi level offset of ∼ −18 meV. Strong pinning of the Fermi level under the metallic contact is observed due to large contact capacitance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Klein tunneling is one of the most spectacular effects of relativistic quantum field theory described by the Dirac equation. This tunneling phenomenon, present even in the regime of impenetrable barriers, leads to peculiar transport properties of graphene. Klein tunneling is the backbone of transport due to evanescent modes that leads to pseudodiffusive behavior of ballistic graphene samples 1, 2 . The bimodal distribution of transmission eigenvalues in ballistic graphene coincides with a diffusive conductor, which results in shot noise non-distinguishable from diffusive mesoscopic conductors. Futhermore, the evanescent modes lead to a minimum conductivity of 4 π e 2 h in the ballistic regime 3 . Evidence of these Klein tunneling phenomena have been obtained from observations of charge transport and shot noise in a graphene sheet in the ballistic regime [4] [5] [6] . The most commonly employed assumption in the analysis of the conductance and shot noise of ballistic graphene has been to consider the carbon layer underneath the electrodes as strongly doped, and this can be modelled by a rectangular electrostatic potential 1, 2, 7 . In reality, this assumption suffers of severe limitations as in a real device the charge density varies continuously and the rate of change is governed by the screening length. Various theoretical models for finite-slope potentials have been analyzed for pn-interfaces in graphene [8] [9] [10] . All the models have predicted asymmetry in transport properties with respect to the gate voltage, i.e. whether the charge carriers are electrons or holes. In recent experiments, such asymmetry has been observed [11] [12] [13] . In the ballistic regime, this asymmetry is attributed to the Klein tunneling 13 while scattering by charged impurities 14, 15 is expected to play a role in the diffusive regime. Furthermore, evidence of Klein tunneling has been reported in conductance experiments on confined geometry displaying phase-coherent, double-junction interference effects 16 . Sharp pn-interfaces have also been achieved in non-suspended samples using air-bridge type gates 17, 18 . Many of the experiments on pn-interfaces reveal interesting phenomena at high magnetic fields as reviewed in 19 . The asymptotic carrier transport in Klein tunneling is bound to be affected by the strong influence of the metal contacts on graphene. A comprehensive contact model was formulated by Giovannetti et al. 20 who also performed DFT calculations concerning the involved work functions. In this paper, we combine the contact model of Ref. 20 with Klein tunneling calculations to obtain a realistic transport model for analyzing transport in a ballistic, suspended graphene sample. We employ a trapezoidal form for the tunneling barrier 21 which is tractable analytically. By combining conductance and shot noise experiments performed on a high-quality suspended graphene sample, we can determine all the parameters involved in the contact model of Ref. 20 . In comparison with DFT calculations 20 , we find a semiquantitative agreement for the graphene-modified metal work functions as well as for the distance between the charge separation layers which govern the contact capacitance between the metal and graphene.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The asymmetry in electrical transport across a basic, back-gated graphene device is related to many aspects of the sample, its quality, and biasing conditions. It depends on the nature of transport, whether it is ballistic or diffusive, on the presence of interfaces between pand n-doped regions, on the steepness of the slopes of the electrostatic potential barrier, on the doping due to the contacts, and on the coherence of the transport between the reflecting pn/pp' junctions. Our experimental data deal with suspended graphene with a mean free arXiv:1502.04330v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 15 Feb 2015 path on the order of the sample length. Consequently, we will consider foremost Klein tunneling in the ballistic regime and neglect the influence of disorder 22 . Furthermore, we limit our analysis to intermediate voltages at which evanescent modes can be neglected and it is sufficient to consider only propagating modes with incoherent addition between reflected waves. Moderate voltages also guarantee that scattering from acoustic phonons remains negligible 23 . Unlike the early work discussed above, we take into account the weak doping of contact regions when using Au/Cr/Au leads.
In the following, we derive the formulae for the transmission and reflection coefficients, as well as the conductance and Fano factor, for the tunneling geometry given in Fig. 1a . We consider only propagating modes; this approximation is justified by the criterion that propagation through the evanescent modes can be neglected if the bias voltages are clearly above v F /eL 7 , where L is the length of the sample and v F = 10 6 m/s is the Fermi velocity in graphene. For a typical sample of length L = 1µm, v F /eL = 0.65 mV, well below the bias voltages used in our experiments for shot noise (10 − 70 mV).
The use of the Dirac equation with a trapezoidal barrier is the simplest approximation for transport in a twolead graphene sample with a pair of pn-interfaces due to spatially varying charge doping. Tunneling transport in this configuration has been investigated by Sonin 21 assuming strong contact doping. We have generalized the calculation of Ref. 21 to include the doping of the contact region (not necessarily large) as one of the initial conditions.
The electrostatic trapezoidal barrier is comprised of five distinct regions: the middle region 0 ≤ x ≤ L with constant "doping potential" V 0 (difference in the electrochemical potential between the contact regions and the center), two sloped regions −d ≤ x ≤ 0 and L ≤ x ≤ L+d in the vicinity of the graphene/metal interfaces, where the electric field is finite, and two regions with zero (or small bias) potential, x ≤ −d and L + d ≤ x corresponding to the region of graphene fully covered by the metal contacts. In the left slope region −d ≤ x ≤ 0, the potential is written in the form V (x) = V 0 + a vF e x (see Fig. 1a ), where v F is the Fermi velocity. The energy of the Dirac particle corresponding to the gate voltage V g can be written = eV 0 + ∆E FG , where ∆E FG is positive if the Fermi level is above the Dirac point and negative otherwise. Other useful notations are the reduced gate
, the reduced wave-vector component in the y-direction κ = k y / √ a, where the total wave-vector is denoted by k(x), with the x-dependence only in the component k x (x) along the xdirection, and
y . The massless Dirac equation for a graphene sheet can be written as
where . The Fermi level shift under the metal is given by ∆EFM = W + ∆c − X where X denotes the work function of free graphene, W the work function of the metal, and ∆c the chemical energy shift due to the interaction between the metal and the graphene orbitals. The graphene forms a contact capacitance Cc per unit area with the metal, while CM and CG mark the capacitances of the graphene sections with respect to the back gate. For further details and definitions, see text. b) False color scanning electron micrograph on a suspended sample similar to the measured one: yellow denotes Au/Cr/Au contacts while the greenish area in between depicts the graphene sheet. Wrinkles due to strain are visible in the sheet at room temperature. Negative charge is induced into the central graphene region by the back gate (formed by the doped silicon substrate, not visible) and, consequently, a pair of pn-and np-junctions are formed very close to the yellow contacts.
Dirac particle, and the upper and lower components of the spinor Ψ(x, y) are denoted by ψ + (x, y) and ψ − (x, y) respectively. The equation can then be written explicitly as
where K(x) = a(±x 0 − x) in the potential-sloped region with the notations above. Note also that the dimension of a is [length] −2 , while that of K(x), k(x), k x (x), and k y is [length] −1 . Since in our system K depends only on x, we can solve the Dirac equation in Eqs. (2) and (3) by the method of separation of variables, writing ψ ± (x, y) = ψ ± (x) exp(ik y y). This results in
Using this equation it immediately follows that the current along the x direction is constant, that is,
. This allows us to use normalization by ±ev F .
A. Top of the barrier, x > 0
In this region, we consider an electron moving to the right, j x = ev F . The Dirac equation can be solved in the two cases corresponding to whether V g is positive or negative,
where the upper and lower signs correspond to the two cases above (positive and negative V g , respectively). In this region, K is constant, and the modulus of the wave vector is
Note also that, for negative V g , the wave vector in the x-direction has a sign opposite to the current j x .
B. Slope of the barrier, −d < x < 0
In this region
where x 0 = v/ √ a, and a is the slope of the barrier. In this region, the general form of the solution, as first found by Sauter (see 24 ), is
where
The functions F and G are defined through the Kummer confluent hypergeometric function as specified in the Supplement where also the formulas for the prefactors C 1 and C 2 are given. Importantly, a consequence of the normal-
In this region, the wave is a superposition of a reflected Ψ(x, y) r and a transmitted Ψ(x, y) t components: Ψ(x, y) = Ψ(x, y) r + Ψ(x, y) t , where
Ψ(x, y) r =r t
Herer andt are reflection and transmission amplitudes, andk is the modulus of the wave vector in the region
where 
The latter is the solution in the case of relatively large and negative gate voltages V g < −V 0 , when the Fermi level drops below the zero value.
In the calculation of Sonin 21 , this region with x < −d was disregarded on the basis of the assumption dk 0 1 (or equivalently in our notation: dk 0 = p 2 0 1, where
. It turns out in our analysis that this condition is not valid (cf. Fig. 4) , and the behavior in the region x < −d has to be taken into account. The wave function, obtained by imposing continuity at x = −d, is presented in the Supplement.
D. Conductance and Fano factor for the whole barrier
In general, for the case of incoherent tunneling through a symmetric barrier with equal transmission t(v, κ) for the left and right slopes, the total probability of transmission through the barrier is
and the conductance and the Fano factor can be written as
The transmission t in our model with propagating modes fulfills t(v, κ) =t(v, κ). Here, each value of k y corresponds to a conduction channel; the overall conductivity is a sum of the conductivity per channel. Thus, for a sample with a given level of doping k 0 one can calculate the conductance and the Fano factor as a function of gate voltage.
The limits of integration in Eqs. 13 and 14 are set by the condition that the wave vector k x is a real number, in other words the electron is not in a bound state but propagates to infinity. The condition κ < |v| comes from the top of the barrier region, while the condition κ < |k 0 / √ a + v| comes from the region x < −d. Note that even considering a realistic potential profile with five distinct regions as shown in Figure 1a , the entire model has only one fitting parameter, namely
On the other hand, the value of p 0 depends on the charge density under the metallic contact, and therefore, we need a realistic model for contact doping in order to apply our analysis to actual experiments.
E. Charge density in the contact region
In Ref. 21 it was assumed that the Fermi level under the metallic contact changes in the same manner as in the graphene between the contacts. This led to a fixed shape of the tunneling barrier which was specified by the height and the slope of the barrier. Furthermore, it was found that the amount of doping under metallic contact was irrelevant when dk 0
1. In our analysis, we find that the contact capacitance tends to pin the Fermi level under the metallic contact, and therefore, the gate voltage does not shift the Dirac point much under the leads. Consequently, the height of the barrier is modified, and the condition dk 0 1 is not valid within a range of gate voltages asymmetrically around the Dirac point, depending on the doping level of the contact.
Doping effects by metallic contacts have been analyzed in detail in Refs. 20 and 26. Building on these works, we introduce here a simple electrostatic model that allows us to experimentally determine the renormalized Fermi level v (i.e. ∆E FM in Fig. 1 ) and the barrier impact parameter p 0 = k 0 / √ a from the geometric characteristics of the sample and its measured transport properties. The contact model 20 is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 . We denote by X the work function of pristine graphene, by W the work function of the metal, and by ∆ c the chemical energy shift due to the interaction between the metal and the graphene orbitals The back gate at a distance of d G = 300 nm is coupled to the graphene via two regions: 1) In the suspended part having a vacuum gap of the height t = 150 nm, the coupling is via capacitance C G = 0 /(d G
Let us consider first the region M (graphene under the metallic contact). From the electrostatics we have, if n M is the total number of carriers per unit area in the contact region,
resulting in the electrostatic potentials
Doping is realized by transfer of charge carriers until the equilibration of the Fermi levels of the metal and the graphene. The energy balance at equilibrium becomes 19) with the connection between the shift of the Fermi level ∆E FM and the number density of negatively-charged carriers |n M | in the contact region given by
Combining Eqs. 18, 19, and 20, and choosing the proper physical solution, we get the final result for the shift of the energy level of graphene under the metal,
where the sign refers to sgn χ + CM Cc+CM eV g , C T = C c + C M , the constant χ = X − W + ∆ c , and where we have introduced the Fermi electric flux parameter ξ F = √ π vF e (for the general relevance of this parameter, see the Supplement.). Since C M C T , the Fermi level of graphene under the contact is locked to that of the metal, and the dependence of the position of the Dirac point changes only slightly with V g compared with the free, suspended graphene, which is consistent with early studies on the graphene/metal interface 28 . We turn next to the region of suspended graphene. The transfer of electrons in the region below the contact results in a potential difference V 0 between the freestanding region of graphene and the one under the metal. This is given by
Like above, we obtain for the Fermi level shift in the suspended part
where the sign is given by sgn (χ + eV g ). Here C G governs all the terms and effective tuning by V g can be achieved.
We now assume that the distance d over which the electric potential drop V 0 occurs is constant (does not change with the gate voltage). We can then connect the experimental parameters with the barrier parameter p 0 and the effective Fermi level by Eq. 22. Using p 0 = k 0 / √ a = eV 0 / v F √ a we obtain for the impact parameter
The slope of the barrier can be expressed as well in terms of the voltage-dependent ∆E FM and ∆E FG ,
As evident, the slope increases with the impact parameter at fixed thickness. Further discussion on the contact model is found in the Supplement.
To sum up our model for graphene, we specify the free parameters that enter the model. The capacitances are fixed by the geometry and the equilibrium distance d c = 0.9Å at the graphene/gold/chromium interface. There are three parameters that will be fitted to the data: χ = X − W + ∆ c , ∆E FM , and the thickness of the pninterface d. The overall magnitude of conductance sets χ = −18 meV in our analysis. Furthermore, the noise analysis indicates that d < 20 nm as in this regime there is not much dependence on the thickness. Hence, we are left with one V g -dependent fit parameter, ∆E FM , which describes the electrostatic behavior of the contact regime with the gate voltage.
III. SAMPLE AND SHOT NOISE METHODS
The measured sample was manufactured using standard PMMA-based e-beam lithography on a graphene piece exfoliated onto Si/SiO 2 chip. It was contacted with Au/Cr/Au leads of thickness 5/7/50 nm, after which roughly 135 nm of the sacrificial silicon dioxide was etched away using hydrofluoric acid (HF) following the methods discussed in 29 . The aspect ratio of the sample was W L = 4.5µm 1.1µm ≈ 4.1. The HF-etching removed SiO 2 below the metallic contacts up to distance of ∼ 200 nm (etches slightly faster sideways under the graphene) . The capacitance C g = 47 aF/µm 2 determined using FabryPérot interference fringe measurements 27 . The mobility of the sample was calculated using the charge carrier density |n| = |C g V g |/e (obtained from Eq. 23 in the limit of large V g ) and σ(V g ) = , where σ meas min is the measured minimum conductivity. We find µ > 10 5 cm 2 /Vs near the Dirac point at n < 2.5 · 10 10 cm −2 . For the Fermi velocity we used v F = 1.1·10 6 m/s; note that owing to interaction effects at small charge density, the Fermi velocity can grow up to v F 3 · 10 6 m/s 27 near the Dirac point. Differential conductance of the sample was measured using standard low-frequency lock-in techniques. The noise-signal from the sample at 600-900 MHz was led via a circulator to a home-made low noise pre-amplifier at 4 K 30 . The amplifier provided a gain of 15 dB and the signal was further amplified at room temperature by 80 dB and band pass filtered before the Schottky diode detection. Small bonding pads of size 90 µm × 90 µm were employed in order to keep the shunting capacitance ∼ 0.1 pF negligible in our microwave noise measurements 31 . For calibration purposes, a microwave switch was used to select a tunnel junction for the noise source instead of the sample. For details of the calibration procedure, see Ref. 31 . In our experiments, we employ the excess Fano factor obtained from the noise: F = (S I (V b ) − S I (0))/2eI, where we use the difference of the current noise spectrum S I between bias voltage V b and zero bias. In order to minimize the difference between excess Fano factor and the true Fano value, we determined the Fano factor at bias voltage V b = 22 mV; this may lead to slight inaccuracy near the Dirac point due to electron-electron interactions that become enhanced with bias. The experiments were performed around 0.5 K on a Bluefors BF-LD250 refrigerator.
IV. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS
The zero-bias conductance g as a function of V g is displayed in Fig. 2 with ∆V g counted from the Dirac point, we find R odd = 100 − 70 Ω at carrier density |n| = 0.3 − 4 · 10 11 cm −2 , which is consistent with other experiments [11] [12] [13] . The conductance at large positive V g is substantially smaller than at equal carrier density at V g < 0 as expected in the presence of pn-interfaces. The overlaid curves in Fig. 2 are fits of the model done separately at each gate voltage value using the Fermi level position ∆E FM as the fitting parameter with set values for the thickness d = 20 nm and for the work function difference χ = −18 meV (for determination of these values, see below); the other input parameters of the model are specified in the end of Sect. II E.
FIG. 2. Zero-bias conductance g as a function of gate voltage
Vg. The overlaid trace depicts the curve which was employed to determine the the Fermi level shift ∆EFM(Vg); this Fermi level shift is displayed in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 depicts the Fermi level shift ∆E FM in the contact regions, obtained when our model is applied to the conductance data in Fig. 2 . The Fermi level does not move much with V g which is, as mentioned before, due to a large contact capacitance C c when compared with the other capacitances in the system (see Eq. 21). Neglecting the region around the Dirac point, ∆E FM changes almost linearly with gate voltage due to the additional charge induced by V g to the contact region. This is expected from our model, and by fitting Eq. 21 to our data in Fig. 3 we obtain χ = −18 meV, C c = 19×10 −6 F/cm 2 , and C M = 6 × 10 −9 F/cm 2 , close to the geometrical estimates in Sect. II E. Taking into account the uncertainties of the involved capacitances, the asymptotic agreement between experiment and theory can be considered good. Additional, non-linear V g dependence in ∆E FM is observed near V g = 0. This is to be expected as our model is not valid near the Dirac point. One problematic issue is the contact resistance, which has been neglected in our analysis. In the ideal case, the measured conductance should grow faster with gate voltage, which would result in larger charge density (and thereby larger ∆E F M ) in the contact areas. However, insertion of extra reduction in contact transmission in the model led quickly to worsened agreement between experiment and theory. Finally, in the real experiment near the Dirac point there are charge puddles which may influence the measured results; also these issues are beyond our analysis. Fig. 4 displays our experimental results for ∆E FG and the difference ∆E FM − ∆E FG . Once ∆E FM − ∆E FG is known, we may evaluate the impact parameter p 0 = eV 0 / v F √ a which is also depicted in Fig. 4 . We note that the scale of the impact parameter is proportional to √ d (when V 0 is fixed, a ∝ 1/d); apart from small corrections, our calculated results are valid for d < 20 nm by just the scaling p 0 in Fig. 4 by √ d. According to Eq. 25, the V g dependence of the slope of a in our barrier is given by ∆E FM − ∆E FG when the interface thickness d is fixed. Last, we present our data on the excess Fano factor measured at a bias voltage of V b = 22 mV; the bias was selected to be well above the cross-over voltage between thermal and shot noise, as well as to be clearly in the regime where the incoherent summation of barrier transmissions becomes valid and the evanescent modes can be neglected; the phase coherent interference effects due to Fabry-Pérot resonance already vanish at 10 mV in typical suspended samples 27 . The experimental data are presented in Fig. 5 together with the results of the theoretical model from Eq. 14 calculated for pn-interface thickness d = 1, 20, and 100 nm. The dependence of the calculated Fano factor with the interface thickness is found to be rather weak below d = 20 nm.
We also analyzed the odd part of the Fano factor, F odd = F (+∆V g ) − F (−∆V g ) , which would be independent of spurious, common contributions due to scattering at both sides of the Dirac point. For example at V = 72 mV, we find an asymmetric maximum at |k| 3 · 10 5 1/cm above which F odd decreases smoothly from 0.1 down to 0.03 at charge density of |n| = 4 · 10 11 cm −2 . The experimentally obtained value F odd 0.1 and the slow decrease with |k| correspond well to the theoretical behavior. Our data clearly display asymmetry that is expected for Klein tunneling. Our model yields Fano factors that are in good agreement with the measured results at V g > 0 (the case with pn-interfaces) when the interface thickness is set to 1 nm. Thick interfaces on the order of 100 nm do not fit the results, and we may conclude d < 20 nm on the basis of our shot noise results. It is likely that there are charge puddles in the region where the pn-interfaces reside. Since charge puddles are typically ∼ 20 nm in diameter, we expect that the effective width of the pn-interface is close to 20 nm rather than close to 1 nm. This is the reason why we have evaluated our graphs in Figs. 3 − 5 at d = 20 nm which provides the most likely consistent picture to account for our conductance and shot noise results. At V g < 0, our model predicts a clear drop in the Fano factor with decreasing V g and then a subsequent gradual recovery with lowering chemical potential. The data displays similar features but the V g scale appears much smaller. The calculated Fano factor at V g < 0 appears to be in agreement on the average with the data. The data display a clear dip on the negative gate voltage side. Asymptotically there is a clear difference in the calculated Fano factors as in the experimental results. The agreement could be improved by adding a fitting parameter to account for a small reduction of contact transparency, but here we have set the contact transparency T = 1. We believe that these differences are mostly caused by non linear screening effects which are known to be different at the Dirac point and away from it 32, 33 . Such charge density dependent screening is not included in our model.
V. DISCUSSION
In our analysis, the evanescent waves are neglected and only propagating modes are taken into account. This approximation is fine when we are clearly off from the Dirac point, as well as at voltages V 2 v F /eL. The data for ∆E FM deduced from zero-bias conductance deviates from the expected monotonous behavior as expected near the Dirac point. Our shot noise data measurement, however, passes the latter criterion V 2 v F /eL and they should be valid irrespective of V g . The relatively large bias of 22 mV may lead to phonon emission 34 and/or electronelectron interaction effects because the interaction effects have been found to be 100 larger in graphene than in regular metallic systems 35 . However, the corrections due to these effects in shot noise at V b = 22 mV are estimated to be only a few percent.
In our analysis, we have completely neglected interference effects although these have been shown to be important in theoretical calculations. In fact, it is common in experiments on graphene that, even though the sample is practically ballistic, the Fabry-Pérot type of interferences remain weak 27 . Furthermore, our noise experiments are performed at finite bias, well above the regime where Fabry-Pérot oscillations were observed. Hence, the incoherent analysis is quite justified.
Altogether, our analysis involves three essential fitting parameters. The work function difference including the chemical interaction ∆ c is related to the overall magnitude of the sample conductance: this sets χ = X − W + ∆ c = −18 meV. For gold contacts, DFT calculations predict χ −0.1... − 0.2 eV 20, 36 , but one has to keep in mind that these calculations yield the work function of pure gold only with an error on the order of 0.2 eV. Experiments suggest that χ = 0.35 eV for pure gold 37 . Furthermore, Cr has a work function of 4.5 eV and Cr/Au contacts have been shown to yield W + ∆ c = 4.3 eV 38 . Remembering that in our contacts we evaporate first gold before chromium, it is plausible that we end up to almost neutral doping by the contact metal as found in the analysis.
Gold contacts are known to preserve the graphene cone structure under the contact 39, 40 . Quantum capacitance measurements of graphene under the contact were performed in Ref. 40 to characterize the cone structures. The accuracy of these quantum capacitance determinations compared with theory is within a factor of two, which parallels the inaccuracy of our C c and C M determinations against theory 20, 36 . In our analysis, we also made calculations using a fixed slope for the edges of the barrier. The results were largely the same as presented in this paper. According to theory 33 , the screening influences mostly the asymptotic behavior of the barrier, whether it is x −1/2 or x −1 , not much the length scale of the rapid initial changes. Since we use trapezoidal shape and neglect the relaxation behavior in the barrier altogether, we have chosen to work with fixed thickness. According to Ref. 33 , the approximate thickness of the pn-interface could be in the range of 5 nm (see also 41 ), which is consistent with our results d < 20 nm. Our interfacial width of d ∼ 20 nm, on the other hand, is much smaller than found using scanning photocurrent microscopy on non-suspended samples fabricated on silicon dioxide 42, 43 . Our primary fit parameter ∆E FM takes into account the electrostatics in the contact region. Our analysis indicates that standard electrostatic analysis works and it verifies the role of large contact capacitance due to the charge transfer between metal and graphene. This leads to pinning of Fermi level at the contact, which is consistent with findings in Refs. 42, 43 ,. Near the Dirac point, we find modifications from the standard electrostatic doping picture, which are presumably related with the neglect of proper screening treatment and the nonuniformity in the charge distribution near the Diarc point.
The parameter ∆E FM together with gate capacitance (yielding ∆E FG ) determine fully the product da which varies strongly with the gate voltage. Hence, our measurement imposes a constraint on the product da as a function of V g . When the thickness of the interface is fixed, the slope of the interface approaches quickly zero as ∆E FM − ∆E FG → 0. Altogether, the range of variation of ∆E FM − ∆E FG is rather rather close to zero, which indicates rather weak doping by contacting metal as well as by the gate (C g is small for suspended devices). If we compare the with the results of Ref. 44 , a contact doping of (|n 0 | ∼ 10 11 cm −2 ) was found for Cr. Using C c = 9.8 × 10 −6 F/cm 2 obtained for the contact capacitance in our measurements, we may convert this charge density to potential of 2 meV, which is consistent with our finding that the work function difference χ is almost zero. However, the comparison is problematic because of the differences in the contact structure: we evaporate first 5 nm of Au before laying down 7 nm of Cr.
In conclusion, we have developed a realistic transport model for analyzing transport in ballistic, suspended graphene samples. By combining conductance and shot noise experiments performed on a high-quality suspended graphene sample, we have determined all the relevant parameters which are involved in the electrostatics of the contact and in the Klein tunneling of graphene. When comparing with DFT calculations 20 , we find a semiquantitative agreement for the graphene-modified metal work functions as well as for the distance between the charge separation layers which govern the contact capacitance between the metal and graphene. The small charge layer separation (∼ 1Å) leads to a large contact capacitance which is responsible for a rather weak tunability of the Fermi level position under the contact.
